Make a horizontal line on back of cabinet door at the desired hinge height.

Place Marking Guide against the edge of the back of the door with the centerline of the Marking Guide on the horizontal line.

Mark center of hinge cup hole and mounting tab screws at hole “A”.

Remove Marking Guide and drill a 1-3/8” hole, 1/2” deep at hinge cup center mark.

Drill two 7/64” pilot holes approximately 3/8” deep at hinge mounting tab locations.

Set hinge cup in hole and secure with oval head mounting screws.

Mark center of hinges at desired height on the inside of the cabinet frame.

Make a horizontal line at this location.

Make a vertical line 1-1/2” in from the edge of the cabinet frame.

Place hinge mounting plates over the intersection of these lines and mark screw opening at center of oblong openings.

Drill 7/64” pilot holes approximately 3/8” deep at these locations.

Install hinge-mounting plates using the oval head mounting screws.

Slide tabs on hinges under the edge of the hinge mounting plates and push back of hinge toward cabinet side until it locks into place.